The campus landscape is intended to be an extension of Balboa Park’s collection of trees from around the world. Distinct gardens introduce key species and ecosystems of Mediterranean climates. Perimeter gardens will exhibit San Diego Natives. Each garden will offer opportunities for accessible gathering and learning. All plant species will meet the District’s requirements for efficient long-term maintenance.

The campus Quad is reorganized with the removal of building 600 and replacement of building 400 to provide a variety of gathering spaces around a unifying common green. Upper plaza contains two kiosks for lunch service and a bosque of trees within a circular seat wall. Steps down to the large central lawn invite gathering and seating for small and large groups. Planting areas is the steps provide shade and diversity. The lower plaza hosts a kiosk and paved area to serve as a stage for large gatherings. The fountain is to be repaired. Additional planting in the area east of building 100 will enhance the collection and dispersal of stormwater.
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